
Using Details 

Lesson 2 
CharacterizationCharacterizationCharacterizationCharacterization    
    
One of the best ways to learn to write well is to read.  Read, read, and read some more, and while 
you’re at it, when you find something you liked, try to figure out what that writer did to make you like 
it.   
 
Often times what draws us to a story or book is the characters.  A great writer creates interesting,  
believable, and detailed characters.   
 
Right now we’re going to take a look at an excerpt from How Angel Peterson Got His Name and Other 
Outrageous Tales About Extreme Sports by Gary Paulsen and try to discover what Paulsen does so 
well.   
 
Example:Example:Example:Example:    

“Emil’s real problem, or what would prove to be a problem was that he was what folks called ‘tight with a nickel.’”  
 

That’s just the first sentence, but we’ll stop for a second to think about things.  Write down a few 
notes about your first impressions of Emil.  What does it mean to be “tight with a nickel”?  Are there 
any other details that bring this character to life so far?  Is this a showing or telling passage? 
 
Here’s the rest of the passage: 

He was so tight that once I saw him buy a candy bar, eat half of it, and then sell the remaining half to another boy 
in school for the full five cents the original candy bar cost.  Six times in one day.  This doesn't say much about the 
six boys who bought the half-bars, or about Emil’s ethics, but is shows how far he would go to stretch a nickel.  
Actually, I was one of the boys who bought half a candy bar, but in my defense it was late in the afternoon in     
history class, which is taught by the football coach, who related every aspect of history to football (“Caesar would 
have made a good quarterback… Cleopatra would have made a good quarterback, if she had been a man… Napoleon 
would have made a good quarterback… Robert E. Lee would have made a good quarterback…”) and who had the 
most monotonous voice on the planet.  When Emil offered me the half candy bar, I would have given him a dollar if 
he’d asked for it, I was that bored.   

 
What do you do:What do you do:What do you do:What do you do:    
 
1. Take some notes about what you’ve learned about Emil from the passage that you didn’t get from 

the first one.  Think about how Paulsen’s details add clarity and richness to his writing.  This is 
more than just a list of characteristics about Emil, the history teacher, and the narrator, but it does 
help you get to know them.   

2. Write your own paragraph about someone you know that Emil reminds you of (if you don’t know 
someone like Emil, make one up).  Try to emulate Paulsen’s rich style of showing you what a     
character is like rather than telling us every detail.   

 


